
TEACHER’S NAME: Jeff Oliveira                                           SUBJECT AREA: General Music 
  
GRADE LEVEL: Peirce Elementary, 5th Grade                         NUMBER OF STUDENTS: 25 
  
LESSON TOPIC: World Music Celebrations - South Africa 
  
LESSON CONTEXT: This lesson is for the end of the world music celebration unit towards the end 
of the school year.  
  
LESSON RATIONALE: This lesson is an exciting and fun way to get students singing more complex 
musical parts while still being connected to the unit at large, world music celebrations. This may be a 
familiar tune for some students already, who will be able to hold their own vocal parts and assist others 
in learning music faster. 
  
COMMON CORE AREA STANDARDS:  

1. MU:Pr4.2.5c Explain how context (such as social, cultural, and historical) informs 
performances.  

2. MU:Pr6.1.5a Perform music, alone or with others, with expression, technical accuracy, and 
appropriate interpretation. 

3. MU:Cn11.0.5a Demonstrate understanding of relationships between music and the other arts, 
other disciplines, varied contexts, and daily life.  

 
NATIONAL STANDARDS: 

1. 1c. Sing music representing diverse genres and cultures, with expression appropriate for the 
work being performed  

2. 1d. Sing music written in two and three parts 
3. 9c. Compare, in several cultures of the world, functions music serves, roles of musicians, and 

conditions under which music is typically performed  
 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:  

1. SWBAT sing a melody, harmony and countermelody with accurate pitch, rhythm, diction and 
expressive qualities. 

2. SWBAT perform choreography while simultaneously singing in a foreign language. 
  
LANGUAGE DEMANDS: 
Zulu - official language of South Africa 
Grade level knowledge of musical terms 
  
DIAGNOSTIC, FORMATIVE, AND SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS RELATED TO THIS 
LESSON:  

1. Informal: Scan room for participation, mouths moving, dance moves being done, correct 
posture and breathing, listening for proper phonation and use of head voice. 

2.  Formal: direct students to repeat phrases after me, perform different parts in groups, show their 
choreography, then put it all together at the end. 

  



MATERIALS/RESOURCES/TECHNOLOGY: 
1. Piano 
2. Sheet music (attached) 
3. Room to dance 
4. Board and marker for writing lyrics (or transparency, projector, etc) 

  
LESSON INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES 

1. Write lyrics to the song on board before class starts. Introduce song by explaining this now 
popular church hymn originated as a celebration of freedom in South Africa. The language is 
Zulu. 

2. Do a “roadmap” of the music, pointing out the repeats, endings, counter melody and use of 
repeated text.  

3. Review the pronunciation of the Zulu, then review them in rhythm. 
4. Teach main melody to entire class on neutral syllable, then with lyrics. 
5. Teach the harmony to the class on neutral syllable, then with lyrics. 
6. Put those two parts together by diving class in half and assigning each half a part. 
7. Continue teaching the third part on neutral syllable then with lyrics. 
8. Explain that this song is meant to be danced to, and begin teaching the dance moves (see 

Teacher Guide page 223 for steps). 
9. Put all the parts together and review anything that needs work. 

 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
Adapted from - 
 Silver, Burdett and Ginn. The Music Connection, Grade 6, 6th edition. 1995. Print. 
  
NEXT STEPS: 
Continue reviewing the parts and dance until students can do any of the singing parts with the dancing. 
Add drums to the song and record, then evaluate as a class. 
 



 



 



 







 


